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IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUIZ 

 

➢ This question paper contains 20 MCQS. Each question carries 5 marks. 

➢ All questions are compulsory.  

➢ 5 marks will be deducted for a wrong and unattempt question. 

➢ Over writing is not allowed.  

➢ Kindly circle        only one correct answer. 

➢ Use only blue pen/pencil to answer the question. 

➢ Go through your question paper before submission. 

➢ Don’t open this questionnaire until you are instructed by your invigilator 
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1.Question: This, these, that, those are the example of _______ adjectives. 

a) demonstrative   b) possessive    c) none of them 

  

 

2.Question: There are some grapes in the fridge. Some is the example of 

a) quantity    b) number    c) none of them 

 

 

 3.Question: The hand has five fingers. Five is the example of? 

a) number    b) quantity    c) none of them 

  

 

4.Question: Ice is ________ but steam is hot. 

a) cold     b) colder    c) coldest 

  

 

5.Question: There was ________ rain last night, so the streets are flooded. 

a) heavy    b) none of these   c) huge 

 

 

6.Question: The Pacific Ocean is the _______ ocean in the world. 

a) largest     b) large    c) larger 

  

 

7.Question: February is the ________ month. 

a) shortest    b) shorter    c) short 
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8.Question: An ___________ describes a verb, an adjective or another adverb. 

a) adverb    b) adjective    c) noun 

  

 

9.Question: Have you got _______ potatoes? 

 a) Any  b) Some  c) A   d) An 

 

10.Question: The past tense of lean is______? 

a) Lean  b) Leaned  c) Let 

 

11.Question: The ___________ of an adverb is usually formed by adding - ‘er’ 

a) comparative degree  b) superlative degree  c) none of them 

 

 

12.Question: Grace types ___________ than Lisa. 

a) quicker    b) quickly    c) quickest 

 

 

13.Question: We ___________ swim in the river. 

a) often    b) regular    c) none of them 

 

 

14.Question: The words a, an and the are called? 

a) articles    b) sentence    c) none of them 

  

 

 

15.Question: A and an are called __________ articles. 

a) indefinite    b) none of them   c) definite 
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   BEST OF LUCK 

16.Question: The is called the ___________ because it tells definitely about the person 

and thing spoken of 

a) definite article   b) indefinite article   c) none of them 

 

 

17.Question: _________ joins two words or groups of words and help to show the 

connection between them. 

a) conjunction   b) interjection   c) none of them 

 

 

18.You need flexibility to _______ to new situations. 

a) Adapt    b) Adopt 

 

 

19.Question: We use ________ to talk about a condition. 

a) if     b) because    c) and 

  

 

20.Question: We use though or although to talk about two different or opposite ____? 

a) ideas    b) none of them   c) condition 

  

 


